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SUMMARY
Among the open-literature on pulse-position-modulation (PPM) radiowave wireless communications, this
work is ﬁrst to advance a semi-‘blind’/‘blind’ spatial-rake receiver with interference-rejection capability. This proposed adaptive ‘smart antennas’ detector uses the signal-of-interest’s (SOI) earlier decoded
information-symbols to segment earlier collected data into two data-groups: one data-group with the SOI and
co-channel-interference and noise, with the other data-group containing only the latter two. These two datagroups’ spatial-correlation matrices’ generalised-eigenvector maximises the ‘blind’ spatial beamformer’s
output signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) without prior knowledge of (1) the multi-access user
interferers’ (MAUI) arrival directions, delays nor powers, (2) the signal-of-interest’s (SOI) spatial signature
at the receiving sensor-array‡ , and (3) the mobile’s receiving-antennas’ nominal/actual array-geometry and
gain/phase responses. This proposed scheme is semi-‘blind’ because it needs a pilot sequence from the SOI.
Copyright © 2006 AEIT.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW ON PPM
RADIOWAVE ‘SMART ANTENNAS’
RECEIVERS
Pulse position modulation (PPM) is common for wired or
wireless communication in ﬁbre-optic communications and
wireless-optic communications, and PPM is occasionally
used for wireless infrared communications. A sensorarray’s effective beam-pattern response to a PPM-like
wireless signal has been studied in References [1–4]. Radiowave PPM temporal rake-receivers have appeared in the
literature (e.g. Reference [5]), but not spatial-rake receivers.

Non-adaptive sum-and-delay beam techniques are available
for PPM in the defence-technology literature (e.g. Reference [6]), but these cannot handle co-channel interference.
Radiowave PPM antenna-selection has been investigated in
References [7, 8]. Unavailable in the open literature (prior
to this paper’s conference edition [9]) is any PPM radiowave
antenna-array receiver capable of blind spatial beaming to
constructively sum the signal-of-interest (SOI) and to suppress co-channel interference. The present paper proposes
the open-literature’s ﬁrst such ‘blind’ spatial-rake receiver
for radiowave PPM signals with bandwidths signiﬁcantly
smaller than the inverse of the time the signal takes to travel
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across the spatial aperture ‘smart antennas’ receiver§ —all
with no prior knowledge of any incident sources’ incident
angle or of the receiver’s antenna-array’s array manifold.
The present algorithm achieves ‘blind’ space-frequency
co-channel interference suppression by attempting to form
two parallel sets of data—the ﬁrst set (hereafter labelled as
‘S + I + N’) contains the desired signal plus the co-channel
interference and noise; the second set (hereafter labelled
as ‘I + N’) contains only the interference and noise. These
two data sets will be processed to form a beam over the
spatial direction-of-arrival coordinates to null co-channel
interferers while preserving the SOI. An analogous beamforming technique has previously been applied to TDMA
[10], FH-CDMA [11] and DS-CDMA [12, 13] signalling.

2. THE COLLECTED DATA’S STATISTICAL
MODEL
The kth unit-power pulse-position modulated signal may be
expressed as :

u(t − iTb − mk,i Tp )
(1)
sk (t) =

time t,
z(t) =

K 


Pk ak sk (t − τk ) + n(t)

(2)

k=1

where K denotes the number of incident PPM narrowband sources, Pk corresponds to the kth source’s power,
ak refers to the kth source’s L × 1 steering-vector** a priori unknown to the receiver, and τk symbolises the kth
source’s relative propagation delay (with the SOI’s τ1 = 0
without loss of generality). All K signals are assumed to
be narrowband in that each signal’s bandwidth is much
smaller than the inverse of the time taken for that signal to travel along the antenna-array’s geometric aperture.
If the SOI’s propagation-channel is frequency-selective,
the non-dominant paths would be regarded as interference
in (T2 ).
With no loss of generality, let the SOI has k = 1. The
present problem is to estimate m1,I+1 , given {z(nTs ), 0 ≤
n < ITb /Ts }, where Ts refers to the time-sampling period with Tp /Ts being an integer. Estimates {m̂1,i , i =
0, . . . , I − 1} of the preceding I information-symbols are
used in decision feedback but need not be perfectly correct.

i=1,2,...

where Tb symbolises the information-symbol period, Tp =
Tb /M denotes the pulse period, mk,i ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}
stands for the value of the ith M-ary information-symbol
of the kth source, u(t) denotes the pulse shape and (for
mathematical simplicity) equals to 1 for 0 ≤ t < Tp and
0 elsewhere. It is further required that the (SOI, indexed
at k = 1 without loss of generality) and the strongest cochannel interferers persist for at least I + 1 informationsymbol periods.
The L antennas (which may have unknown or uncalibrated¶ spatial geometry and/or gain-phase-polarisational
response) collect the L × 1 baseband-equivalent data at
§ This condition allows the incident signal’s relative arrival delays at various receiving antennas to be approximated as complex-phases. Ultrawideband signals violate this condition.
 Though this signal model assumes no time-hopping (TH), the proposed
algorithm may be readily modiﬁed for TH-PPM.
¶ It would be impractical to continually calibrate a transceiver’s antennas.
An antenna’s gain/phase/polarisation response drifts with time; and it suffers complex mutual coupling not only with other antennas in the mobile
transceiver, but also with any passing electromagnetic reﬂector or the human body. Continual calibration of the antenna array can partly (but only
partly) alleviate this problem, but is very expensive in terms of the architectural complexity required of the communication system and in terms of
the mobile receiver’s down time. The mobile receiver’s antennas are typically uncalibrated, perhaps with unknown nominal gain/phase/polarisation
responses.
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3. A PPM ‘BLIND’ SPATIAL-RAKE RECEIVER
TO REJECT COCHANNEL INTERFERENCE
The present algorithm collects two parallel groups of data
at the (I + 1)th information-symbol period, based on the
SOI’s I number of earlier decoded information-symbols.
See Figure 1. The ﬁrst set (hereafter labelled ‘S + I + N’)
contains the SOI plus the co-channel PPM interference
and additive noise. The second set (hereafter labelled
‘I + N’) contains only interference and noise. The ‘S + I +
N’ data-group equals {z(nTs ), ∀n, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , I − 1}|0 ≤
nTs + τk − iTb − m1,i Tp < Tp }; and the ‘I + N’ datagroup equals all remaining collected time-samples. By the
above deﬁnition, the interference and noise in the ‘I + N’
data-group would differ from those in the ‘S + I + N’
data-group at any one time-instance. However, if the cochannel interference persists for at least I + 1 informationsymbols, the ‘overall’ temporal behaviour of the co-channel
interference and noise in the ‘I + N’ data-group approximates that in the ‘S + I + N’ data-group. Based on these
two data-groups, adaptive beamforming weights may be
‘blindly’ computed to constructively sum the SOI in the L
** The source needs not be spatially coherent across the antenna-array’s
geometric aperture.
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Figure 1. The collected data is segmented into two disjoint sets: the ‘S + I + N’ data-group and the ‘I + N’ data group for maximum-SINR
‘blind’ beamforming, to spatially combine the SOI’s multipaths while suppressing the dominant co-channel interferers.

antennas’ baseband-equivalent data and to suppress the unknown co-channel interference. This proposed spatial rakereceiver attempts to maximise the spatial beamformer’s output’s signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR).
Over the previous I (possibly incorrectly) decoded
T
information-symbols, there exist I Tps number of ‘S + I+ N’
time-samples at the th antenna. These time-samples are
IT
(S+I+N)
collected as the th row x
of the L × Tsp dataT −T

matrix X(S+I+N) . Similarly, a corresponding I b Ts p
number of ‘I + N’ time-samples exist at each antenna, to
T −T
be collected into an L × I b Ts p data-matrix X(I+N) .
Copyright © 2006 AEIT

The proposed blind receiver scheme has the following
additional algorithmic steps:
(i) Form the L × L spatial correlation matrices

H
(S+I+N)
(I+N)
Rm
= X(S+I+N) X(S+I+N)
and Rm
=


H
(I+N)
(I+N)
X
X
.
(ii) Find the principal generalised-eigenvector, vm , for the
matrix-pencil pair {R(S+I+N) , R(I+N) }. This L × 1
vector optimally sums the de-hopped baseband data in
X(S+I+N) to maximise the beamformer’s output-SINR.
That is, the SINR at the output of the beamforming
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weight vector w equals:
SINR(w) =
=

and

def

v =

wH {R(S+I+N) − R(I+N) }w
wH R(I+N) w

(3)

wH R(S+I+N) w
−1
wH R(I+N) w

(4)

arg

max
w



wH R(S+I+N) w
wH R(I+N) w


(5)

(iii) Compute its beamformer output b(n) = vH z(nTs )
for ITb ≤ nTs < (I + 1)Tb .
(m)
(iv) Deﬁne bI+1 = {b(jTs ), ∀m|Tp ≤ jTs < (m + 1)Tp }
The (I + 1)th transmitted information-symbol is
estimated as
m̂1,I+1 =

arg



max
 (m) 
m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} bI+1 

Figure 2. The proposed ‘blind’ RAKE receiver decision-feedback
algorithm’s BER up to each of the 10 000 information-symbols in
the sequence, which is transmitted withOUT channel-encoding.
The length of the pilot sequence varies from curve to curve, from
10 symbols to 40 symbols to start off the decision feedback. The
SNR is 3 dB.

The above scheme needs no prior information about
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the SOI’s arrival direction or power,
any MAUI’s arrival direction or relative arrival delay,
the propagation channel’s impulse response and
the receiving antenna array’s nominal or actual arraymanifold—the antennas may have unknown and arbitrary gain/phase/polarisation responses and mutual coupling, possibly with statistically decorrelated or independent fading across the antennas (that is the channel
fading may be uncorrelated from antenna to antenna).

4. SIMULATIONS
Simulation results presented in Figure 2 and Table 1 verify
the efﬁcacy of the proposed ‘blind’ spatial ‘smart antennas’
algorithm using decision-feedback (of the I preceding
information-symbols, whose decoding might be incorrect).
A pilot sequence of I information symbols (a priori known
to the receiver) start off the decision feedback (which
is based on possibly incorrectly decoded information
symbols) of a sequence of 10 000 information symbols.
The following parameters apply for all simulations: An
M = 2 alphabet encodes each PPM source, using no
channel-encoding. Tp = 6 time-samples are taken of each
PPM pulse. The PPM wireless communication system’s
active co-channel sources each have a signal arriving at
the spatial-rake receiver, with an identical signal power
Copyright © 2006 AEIT

and a complex-phase uniformly distributed between 0 to
2π radians. The SOI arrives from 90◦ ; all MAUIs’ arrival
angles in each trial are randomised independently and
uniformly over [0◦ , 180◦ ] in Figure 2, but in [0◦ , 90◦ ] Table
1. To illustrate the proposed scheme’s applicability to an
antenna-array of arbitrary geometric grid, the receiver uses
a linear array of four identical omni-directional antennas,
spaced respectively at 0, 1.1, 4.1 and 9 quarter-wavelengths
from the origin.
Figure 2 shows that as few as 40 pilot symbols in a
10 040-symbol sequence give a bit-error rate (BER) of
only 0.0009, even withOUT channel encoding. These
pilot symbols increase the transmission bandwidth by
only 1040
000 = 0.4%. As would be expected, a longer pilot
Table 1. The proposed ‘blind’ RAKE receiver decision-feedback
algorithm’s BER up to each of the 10 000 information-symbols in
the sequence, which is transmitted withOUT channel-encoding.
The receiver has four antennas. The SNR accounts only for the
signal-of-interest and additive noise, not other transmitting sources
in the system.
SNR

With three
sources

With four
sources

With ﬁve
sources

−2 dB
0 dB
2 dB
4 dB
6 dB

0.2366
0.0028
0
0
0

0.1757
0.0943
0.0034
0.0005
0

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
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sequence can produce a even lower BER. To highlight this
proposed adaptive spatial-rake algorithm’s MAUI suppression, Figure 2’s dotted curves (at the ﬁgure’s top) plot the
BER obtained by a non-adaptive beamformer with weights
[1, 1, 1, 1]T , matching the SOI’s direction-of-arrival from
90◦ . Such a non-adaptive beamformer requires additional
prior information of the SOI’s direction-of-arrival (which
is not needed in the proposed scheme), but nonetheless has
no MAUI-suppression capability and offers much inferior
BER performance.
Table 1 illustrates how the number of incident sources
and the additive noise’s power level affect the proposed
algorithm’s performance. The pilot sequence here has 30
pilot symbols. The BER is for the entire 10 000-symbol
sequence of information-symbols withOUT channel
encoding. Table 1’s zero BER values arise from the
simulation’s ﬁnite number of information-symbols. This
pilot symbol increases the transmission bandwidth by only
30
10 000 = 0.3%. The SOI’s BER is identically zero with
three interfering sources at SNR equal 6 dB. This 4-antenna
array cannot handle more than four sources.

5. CONCLUSION
Herein proposed is a new semi-‘blind’ spatial-rake receiver
with decision feedback initiated by a short pilot sequence
from the SOI. This interference-rejecting beamformer requires no prior knowledge of (1) the multi-user co-channel
interferers’ arrival directions, delays nor powers, (2) the
(SOI) spatial signature on the receiving sensor-array and
(3) the mobile’s receiving-antennas’ nominal/actual arraygeometry and gain/phase responses.
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